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Description

What it is

Free/licenced

MS Teams

Microsoft Teams is a persistent chat-based collaboration
platform complete with document sharing, online meetings, and
many more extremely useful features for business
communications.

Collaboration/sharing

Licenced

Zoom

Zoom video conferencing that is easy use, high quality video and
audio, and collaboration facilities - and the basic version is also
free

Collaboration/sharing

Free version

Google Hangouts

A free and easy tool helping educators efficiently manage and
assess progress, while enhancing connections with learners from
school, from home, or on the go.

Collaboration/sharing

Free version

Google classroom

A free and easy tool helping educators efficiently manage and
assess progress, while enhancing connections with learners from
school, from home, or on the go.

Collaboration/sharing

Free version

Moodle

Moodle is a learning platform designed to provide educators,
administrators and learners with a single robust, secure and
integrated system to create personalised learning environments.

Create interactive
content

Free ware but
needs to be
supported

Flipgrid

Flipgrid is a simple, free, and accessible video discussion
experience for learners and families. Flipgrid is customisable, and
can be a teacher-controlled video sharing platform that
resembles Instagram or TikTok. Students can access the teacher’s
Flipgrid through a number code or a QR scan.

Create interactive
content

Free
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H5P

H5P makes it easy to create, share and reuse HTML5 content and
applications. H5P empowers everyone to create rich and
interactive web experiences more efficiently - all you need is a
web browser and a web site with an H5P plugin. Mobile friendly

Create interactive
content

Free version

wakelet

Create visual, engaging collections that educate, inform, and
inspire!Save, organize and present multimedia content with your
students

Create interactive
content

Free

Padlet

Padlet is a website and app that allows students to curate
information onto virtual boards called Padlets. The free version
only allows for three Padlets, Teachers can share boards via links
or QR codes, or students can create their own
Bespoke Team Based learning software. Digitise your TeamBased Learning classes. Automate Readiness Assurance Tests,
Applications and Peer Evaluation and improve students' learning
outcomes
LAMs is a web application for designing, managing and delivering
online learning using collaborative learning activities. It provides
teachers with a highly intuitive visual authoring environment for
creating sequences of learning activities. These activities can
include a range of individual tasks, small group work and whole
class activities based on both content and collaboration.
The WIki activity allows students to create a collaborative
document by building pages together, similar to Wikipedia.
Unlike other collaborative editing programs (such as Google docs)
the Wiki is a standard Moodle activity and so no extra
permissions or logins are needed
OneNote is a free digital note-taking application and productivity
tool. Use the app to take notes, record audio, capture
screenshots

Create interactive
content

Free version

Create interactive
content

licenced

Create interactive
content

Open source but
pay to have it
hosted

create interactive
content

Included with
Moodle

Create interactive
content/Quiz

Office 365

Intedashboard

LAMS

Moodle Wiki

MS OneNote
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Youtube

YouTube is an online video platform owned by Google. This can
be used to host and stream video content

Create interactive
content

Free

Interactive content

Office 365.

Socrative

Microsoft Forms enables you to quickly and easily create basic
surveys, questionnaires, and more. View results as they are
submitted via built-in analytics, and export data to Excel for
additional analysis.
Socrative is an interactive web-based student-response system

Interactive content

Free version

Twiddla

Online whiteboard

Polling/quizzing solution

Free version

The online collaborative whiteboard platform to
bring teams together, anytime, anywhere.

White board

Free version

TurningPoint allows instructors to ask participants interactive
questions in live sessions. These questions serve a wide variety of
functions ranging from tracking attendance and increasing
engagement to delivering quizzes, surveys and exams. It allows
you to collect responses, feedback and choices from students
answering on their mobile devices or a web browser.
Mentimeter is an easy-to-use presentation you can create fun
and interactive presentations to help make lectures, and
workshops innovative and memorable.
Kahoot! is a game-based learning platform

Polling/quizzing solution

Licenced software

Polling/quizzing solution

Free version

Polling/quizzing solution

Free version

MS Forms

Miro
Turning Point

Mentimeter

Kahoot
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Nearpod

Nearpod is a student engagement platform built to make
teaching with technology easy

polling/quizzing solution

Free version

Moodle Quiz

Moodle is a VLE- a free Open Source software package designed
to help educator

Polling/quizzing solution

Part of model

poll every where

take attendance, give quizzes, and gauge understanding whether
your students are near or far.

polling/quizzing solution

Free version

Google forms
forms

Google Forms give educators a powerful data collection tool. This
is a link to ways you can use google form in class

Polling/quizzing solution

Free

Vevox

Vevox is a real-time audience engagement app for the workplace
and classes.

quiz

Free version

OERs Free

Open Educational Resources (OERs) are any type of educational
materials that are in the public domain. They are published
under open licenses (i.e Creative Commons) that specify how
materials can be used, reused, adapted, shared and modified
according to specific needs. They can include textbooks, lecture
notes, syllabi, assignments and tests.
Big Think is a reliable resource for short videos and articles that
interest students. Teachers can give students access to particular
videos via link.

resources

Free version
Most Universities
and libraries
E.g. AIT

resources

Free

Articulate Storyline is a powerful tool for building interactive elearning modules and online courses. The interface is similar to
PowerPoint, but offers significantly more functionality and
options for publishing as an HTML5 webpage.

screen recording tool

Licenced

Big think

Storyline Articulate
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Screencastomatic

Veed

One Drive
MS Stream free

Slack

loom
Digital Learning
framework

Screencast-O-Matic is an easy to use video creation program
that allow users to record video from a web cam, capture their
computer screen, and record their voice. Screencast-O-Matic
record video can be uploaded directly to YouTube or saved as an
MP4 file.
Online screen recorder. Make stunning videos with a single click.
Cut, trim, crop, add subtitles and more

screen recording tool

Free version

screen recording tool

Free version

Save your files and photos to OneDrive and access them from
any device, anywhere.
Microsoft Stream—the video service in Microsoft 365—makes it
easy to create, securely share, and interact, whether in a team or
across your organization.

Share content

Office 365

Share content

Office 365

Slack is a channel-based messaging platform. With Slack, people
can work together more effectively, connect all their software
tools and services and find the information that they need to do
their best work – all within a secure, enterprise-grade
environment.
Loom is a screencasting tool that lets users record audio, video,
browser windows, or entire screens in Google Chrome

share content

Free version

share content

Free version

The planning website brings together the various supports and
resources that have been developed to underpin the Department
of Education’s Digital Strategy 2015-2020

Share content

Free

